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Abstract-We describe localized ordered nonplanar flames, both stationary and unsteady, by 
numerically solving a Kuramoto-Sivashinsky type equation describing the evolution of a flame front 
subjected to stretch. 
INTRODUCTION 
Flames in nonuniform flows are subjected to flame stretch. A most interesting example is a flame 
in a stagnation point flow, which has been studied both experimentally [l], and theoretically [2]. 
It was demonstrated experimentally that fuel lean propane/air flat flames are stable while fuel rich 
flames may develop instabilities. In (21 a Kuramoto-Sivashinsky type equation for the evolution of 
the flame front, derivable from a diffusional thermal model [3] with an imposed stagnation point 
velocity field v = IC(--z, y, 0), for Lewis numbers (the ratio of thermal to mass diffusivity) slightly 
beyond the critical value for the onset of instability in the absence of stretch, was analyzed. The 
equation in one dimension is 
where 4 measures the deviation of the flame front from its stationary planar position and Q 
(scaled K) is a measure of stretch. Here, 7) is a scaled spatial variable along the front and r is 
scaled time. It is clear that stretch acts as a stabilizing mechanism, i.e., increasing cr acts to 
suppress disturbances. 
A standard Fourier analysis of the linear stability of the flat flame C$ = 0 is not possible due 
to the variable coefficient term modeling stretch. However, by considering solutions in one space 
dimension, along the direction of stretch, of the form 
c$(q, T) = A(T) exp(ilneeaT), (2) 
a linear stability analysis [2] of (1) indicates that $ = 0 is stable for all (Y. Indeed, the amplitude 
A(T) satisfies 
A, = [/c2e-2aT - 4k4e-4”T - a] A. (3) 
Thus, for large T, A + 0 and 4 = 0 is stable. However, for small 7, if Q < l/16, disturbances 
can grow, at least for some finite time. Specifically, there is a band (ICI, Its) of wavenumbers 
corresponding to modes which grow for finite time. As r increases, the wavelength of these 
modes increases and they eventually enter the stability region, i.e., eventually decay. In [2] it 
was speculated that nonlinear terms provide mode interactions which continually generate short 
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wave disturbances, and that these disturbances grow for finite time before decaying. Thus, we 
may conclude that though the flat flame is linearly stable for all a, i.e., stable to infinitesimal 
disturbances, it may well be that it is unstable to finite amplitude disturbances, at least for small 
cr (o below a critical value a,). In [2] a numerical computation of (1) with a: = 0.01 and periodic 
boundary conditions led to an apparently chaotic solution with nonplanar behavior extending 
over the entire spatial domain. 
In this paper, we present the results of numerical computations for (Y < (Y, which exhibit solu- 
tions with both stationary and unsteady nonplanar behavior in a localized region of space. We 
observe that, at least for stationary solutions, the dominant term in (1) for ]q] + cc is that de- 
scribing stretch, so that necessarily 4 -4 0 for large 1771. It is convenient for numerical purposes to 
impose periodic boundary conditions as in [2]. Solutions obtained in this manner will necessarily 
be influenced by the boundaries and their physical relevance called into question unless they are 
localized, i.e., unless the solution and all derivatives are small near the boundary. The solutions 
presented here are localized so that, while a Fourier method is used for the computations, the 
solutions also satisfy zero boundary conditions. The solutions we present will demonstrate both 
localization and order with the development of increasingly complex spatiotemporal, nonplanar 
structures as the flame stretch (cy) decreases. Finally, we observe that a localized nonplanar 
structure in the form of a grooved flame was observed experimentally in [l]. However, the form 
of that flame was distorted due to gravitational effects, not considered here. An analysis which 
incorporates gravitational effects will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We solved (1) for different values of cr < l/16. By careful choice of initial conditions and by 
using a high resolution numerical approximation, we were able to determine several finite ampli- 
tude branches of localized nonplanar solutions, exhibiting stationary, periodic, quasi-periodic, and 
apparently, chaotic dynamics. The computations were performed using a Fourier pseudo-spectral 
method in space, together with a semi-implicit, second order method in t. All computations were 
obtained using 512 collocation points, with periodicity imposed over the domain 7~ 5 r] 5 QR 
where rlr, = -90, 77~ = 90. The timestep was chosen adaptively to maintain a prescribed level 
of accuracy. All computations were insensitive to increases in spatial and temporal resolution. 
In addition, the solutions were insensitive to increases in ]n~] and r]R. The computations were 
performed at the NCSA and the NERSC. 
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Figure 1. Solution on Sl branch, Q = 0.04. Figure 2. Solution on S2 branch, (Y = 0.03. 
We first describe the general nature of the solutions and our classification of the different 
solution branches. Typically, 4 < 0 in the region of nonplanar behavior (i.e., the nonplanar front 
curves toward the incoming gas) which is centered around n = 0, while 4 and its derivatives 
-+ 0 for large ]n] due to the effect of stretch. The localized region of nonplanar behavior is 
characterized by a rapid decrease in the value of 4 to form something like a well (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 3. Solution on S3 branch, a = 
0.0223. 
Figure 4. Solution on S4 branch, (Y = 
0.019. 
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Figure 5a. E vs. t for solution on Pl branch, Q = 0.0244. Figure 5b. Space-time plot for 
solution on Pl branch, o = 0.0244. 
Different solution branches are characterized by the number of lobes or ripples that appear along 
the well. These lobes, which can be thought of as cells along the localized structure, appear in 
an ordered manner with the number of lobes increasing as cx decreases. We note that some of 
the solution branches that we found occur for (Y > 0.02 where stability was reported in [2]. For 
some solution branches, the arrangement of the lobes is symmetric about Q = 0, while on other 
branches the structure is asymmetric. Nonstationary solutions are characterized by temporal 
oscillations in the size and location of some or all of the cells. More complex nonstationary 
solutions exhibit creation and annihilation of cells. 
Generally, the complexity of the solution increases both spatially and temporally as (Y is re- 
duced. In addition, as cx is reduced the nonplanar behavior becomes less localized due to a 
reduction in flame stretch. This is to be expected since for (Y = 0 (1) reduces to the Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky equation, which is known to exhibit highly complex and nonlocalized behavior. We 
present solutions over a range of cx where localization is apparent. 
The various solution branches are distinguished by the size of the region of nonplanar behavior 
(i.e., the width of the well). This correlates with the number of distinct minima (i.e., the number 
of lobes) occurring within the well (see Figures l-4). As a decreases there are transitions to 
solution branches with an increasing number of lobes. This is accompanied by a finite jump in 
the width of the well. For example, in the transition from a two-lobed stationary solution to a 
four-lobed stationary solution, the width of the region of localization essentially doubled. The 
width of each individual lobe is relatively insensitive to cr and is close to the wavelength, 27r/lcmax, 
corresponding to the wavenumber k,,, for which the early time growth rate is maximal. We 
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Figure 6a. E vs. t for solution on P3 branch, a = 0.0171. 
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Figure 7a. E vs. t for solution on P4 branch, a = 0.01425. 
Figure 6b. Space-time plot for 
solution on P3 branch, Q = 0.0171. 
Figure 7b. Space-time plot for 
solution on P4 branch, a = 0.01425. 
number each branch with a suffix denoting the number of lobes and a prefix describing the 
dynamics of the solution. Thus, the Sl branch is a branch of stationary solutions exhibiting 
one principal minimum within the well (alternatively, there is just one cell or lobe along the 
well). Similarly, the Pl branch is a branch of single-lobed, time periodic solutions. We point out 
that along nonstationary branches, small additional minima can appear as the solution evolves. 
However, these minima can be clearly differentiated from the lobes which provide the primary 
characterization of the branch. 
We have found four branches of stationary solutions with the number of lobes varying from 1 
to 4. Examples of solutions on the Sl, S2, S3, and S4 branches are shown in Figures l-4. While 
there is bistability between some of these branches, generally the increase in the number of cells 
within the well occurs with a decrease in (Y. We also note an increase in the depth of the wells 
as CY decreases, as well as a decrease in localization. 
The branches Sl, S3, and S4 lose stability to branches of nonstationary solutions characterized 
by a periodic pulsation of some or all of the cells. We illustrate these solutions by plotting the 
energy-like functional 
For each nonstationary case, we plot the space time behavior over several periods, or for non- 
periodic cases over a sufficiently long time interval so that the dynamics can be visualized. In 
Figures 5a and 5b, we plot E vs. T and the space time behavior, respectively, for a solution on 
the Pl branch. In Figures 6a and 6b and Figures 7a and 7b, we present similar plots for solutions 
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Figure 8a. E vs. t for solution on 1234 branch, a = 0.0162. Figure 8b. Space-time plot for 
solution on 1234 branch, a = 0.0162. 
on the P3 and P4 branches. It is clear from the figures that the dynamics primarily involve a 
pulsation in some of the lobes, with very little translatory motion of the lobes within the wells. 
The number of cells appears to change slightly during the motion, with splitting of the central 
lobe followed by merging of the split cells. We also find examples of nonperiodic motion. In 
particular, the S2 branch does not seem to end with a bifurcation to periodic behavior but rather 
to an aperiodic solution exhibiting apparent intermittency between 2, 3, and 4 cell structures. 
This may be due to the fact that the S2 branch is bistable with both the S3 and S4 branches near 
its loss of stability. An example of the solution on the 1234 branch is illustrated in Figures 8a 
and 8b. Other examples of complex dynamics have also been found. 
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